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1. SCOPE 
This document describes the detailed deaign characteristics of 
the Boundary Detection and Registrltion Program (BDARP1), as 
built for the Bendix 100 Interactlve D~afting System. The BDARPI 
is an unsophisticated version of the final software system, yec 
it provides the user with the basic capabilities of obtaininq 
classified data boundary plots, editing, and registration of th~ 





2 • APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS 
The following document. form a part of this specification to the 
extent specified herein: 
• Technical Memorandum Software Specifications for Automa~ed 
Thematic Plotting of Classified Digital DAta, LEC-8289 
• Technical Memorandum Project Development Plan for the Bendix 
Interactive Drafting System Modification, LEC-8968 
• DeSign Specification for Automated Thematic Plotting of 
Classified Digital Data, LEC-9506 
• Technical Memorandum Acceptance Test Plan for Boundary DetectiQ~ 
and Registration Program (BDARP1), LEC-10672 
• TIRF 76-0046 
• TIRP 77-0059 
• Design Specification for Modification of Boundary Detection 
and Registration Program (BDARP1) for 9-track Data InDut, 
January 1978, LEC-11879. 
• AccE.~·,'.ancc Test Specification for Modification of Boundary 
Detection and Registration Program (BDARPl) for 9-Track 













3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
The Boundary Detection and Registration Program (BDARPl) was 
designed and implemented as an addition to the basic Bendix 100 
Drafting Program. The BDARPl consists of three overlays: 
USER09 - the classified tape initialization module 
T9 - the tape read and data storage routine 
TM - the boundary detection and registration algorithm 
To begin processing, USER09 accepts the user's options and reads 
the header record from a 7 or 9 track, 800 BPI, Universal 
formatted classified tape directly or indirectly obtained from the 
GE Interactive Multispectral Image Analyst System (Image 10C 
the Earth Resources Interactive Processing System (ERIPS) or 
the UNIVAC 1100 Software. 
USER09 then calls overlay T9, which reads the required number of 
data records from the magnetic tape. The data are processed, 
packed and written on a temporary disk file, TDATA. Corner 
reference ticks are placed on the drawing file. 
Overlay T9 calls the third dnd last overlay - TM. Overlay TH 
reads the nata stored in TDATA, one line at a time, and performs 
the boundary detection and registration algorithm. The resultant 
boundary information is written into a standard format drawing 
file, and control is then returned to the basic Bendix 100 
Dr&fting Program. Editing and write tape functions are now 
dvailable to prepare the boundary data for plotting. 
BDARPI is designed to process one class at a time. For the case 
of multiple classes, BDARPl has to run as many times as the 
number of classes. Each execution of BDARPl under the Drafting 




---- ......-.----. ~ 
When proceasing ia completed, BDARPI informs the user by sounding 
the tone on '~he display device (Tektronix) and illuminating the 
red indicator light on the digitizer cursor. 
Note that the editing and tape write functions are currently 
available under Bendix System 100 and can be used as long as the 
drawing file format used to store the boundary strings by the 
boundary detection routine is identical to the one employed by 
the Bendix System 100 software. Since no additional software is 
required for the editing and writ~ tape routines, these two are 
not included in the software description. However, as a result, 
it imposes a rnstriction on the file format to be used to store 
the boundary strings. 
3.1 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 
Bendix System 100 configuration. 
3.2 SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 
In this section each of the three overlays which form an integral 
part of BDARPl is further broken down into subroutines. Brief 
functional descriptions of each subroutine as well as inter-
subroutine relationships are discussed. 
Overlay USER09 is the initialization module for BDARPl, and 
consists of the following routines: 
DRVF9- the 'lriver routine for this overlay 
INPBD .. the subroutine which interacts with the operator to 
accomplish input of the control parameters 
REAHD - subroutine which reads the header record on the classi-
fied input tape 
INITN - subroutine which error checks header record data and 




CON79 - subroutine which converts unformatted 7-track input data 
to byte data 
CONWO - subroutine which converts unformatted 9-track input data 
to byte data 
The second overlay, T9, whicl ,rforms input of classified data, 
consists of the following routines: 
ROLIN9 - reads the classified data rape and packs the data into a 
temporary disk file, TOATA 
ISET - sets the appropriate bits in 16 bit words to indicate 
which pixels belong to the class being examined. These 
words are the packed data which ROLIN packs into TOATA 
CON79 - same as CON79 in overlay USER09 
CONWD - same as CONWD in overlay USER09 
FRAME subroutine which inserts corner ticks in the drawing file 
LINIT - subroutine which performs 8-parameter transformation to 
the data and sends it to the System 100 drawing file 
The third and final overlay in BOARPI is designated TM. This 
overlay is the boundary detection algorithm, which examines the 
packed data in TOATA, creates boundary strings to represent the 
boundaries of the specified data class, and writes these boundary 
strings into a drawing file formatted for the Bendix system. The 
routines which comprise overlay TM are: 
BDT9 - This is the main routine for TM and the principal routine 
for the boundary detection algorithm. 
READAT - This subroutine reads bit images of line data from the 
temporary disk file, TDATA. 
IGET - This subroutine unpacks the bit data read into READAT for 
the boundary detection algorithm. 
FILL - This routine redefines appropriate pixels as "classified" to 







FINDAR - Subroutine which finds the appropriate boundary string 
to which a boundary line aeqment belongs. 
CONECT; CONALL, JOIN - Subroutines which link appropriate boundary 
strings. 
CLSTST - Subroutine which periodically checks the status of 
boundary strings for completeness, and processes the 
complete. ones. 
AREAl - Subroutine which computes the area in pixel units of eacn 
classified group. 
LINl'I Subroutine which performs 8-parameter transformation to 
the data and sends it to the System 100 drawing file. 
ENDTS~ - Subroutine which handles seqmentation of large plot 
string arrays. 
3.2.1 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO.1 (DRVF9) 
3. 2. 1. 1 Linkage 
Subroutine DRVF9 calls user subroutines INPBD and INITN, and calls 
the system subrolltine FRNOV. 
3.2.1.2 Interface 
DRVF9 is linked with the common block ICONS (see Aopendix A) which 
houses all the basic control parameters for BDARP1. 
3.2.1.3 Input 
None 
3. 2 . 1. 4 Output 
An error message is output including an error code whenever the 






~- - ---- --~----- -~ 
3.2.1.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine DRVF9 requires 184 words in core. 
3.2.1.6 Description 
DRVF9 is the driver for the initial overlay USER09, and calls 
overlay Tt into core after USER09 haa been execute~. 
3.2.1.1 Flowchart 
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3.2.2 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 2 (INPbC; 
3.2.2.1 Link&ge 
Subroutine INPBO i. called by DRVF9. 
3.2.2.2 Interface 
The basic common block ICONS (see Appendix A) which houses .. 
the necesaary control parameters ia created by subroutin~ •. 
3.2.2.3 Input 
All the basic information which BDARPl needs for execution is 
requested and received by lNPB~ via the teletype or display screen 
and keyboard. The operator is queried for the following: 
1. Tape file no. 
2. Parity (0 or 1) 
3. 7 or 9 Track 
4. First line no. 
5. Last line no. 
6. First pixel no. 
7. Last pixel no. 
8. Channel no. 
9. Class value 
10. Epsilon value 
11. Kappa valu.:! 
12. Eight coefficients for registration (optional) 
3.2.2.4 Output 
The above control parameter queries are displayed on the screen. 
3.2.2.5 Stor,,~;~ Requirements 
Subroutine IN?:dD requires 615 words in ,core. 
3.2.2.6 Oeacription 
Subroutine INPSD interact a with the operator to bring in the 
baaic control parametera for SOARPl execution, and defines them 
aa componenta of the vector OPTNS (a.e Appendix A) which is part 
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,., ! '"ltt'tNT' , 1 O~:, "ENTEF E If~HT COEFFIC IENTS FI)F REGISTRATlOU", 
. ~o>:. "CI~", ,1.):';, "EUTEF' 999 HS THE FIRST COEFFICIENT") 
tlu 1.-'0 l'~l,9 
i·II-·1l E' 10, 11 ' 1 
It ~1.tf.'r"~T' J-:'::, "COEFFICIENT ",11.." .") 
I 1.:-: 
~ [HU ' 11 f OF'TUS' .. ' 1 
t 1I'lf' (IPTt t':> J I 
I f I 'IUF, ,~?~, 11)0. 1'?1) 1100 
llUt I,(IIHIUIJE 
• ,I I I (I 1 '3.3 
t,"'H (III :'o(t t·4:=1(1·1;;' 
•. tlt.' II( H~-:,' N ' = 0 0 
I,'t' I •• ':,' ;. I I: 1 .) 
IIf'H4> 1':.': 1 (1 
1 '~n (.~LL ft"tl(IT"" I"., 
Il-'E 1 r) .... ~4 
f.ti(.l 
11 
,: '!. I' \1;1: IS 






3.2.3 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. :'. H'MO, 
3.2.3.1 Linkage. 
Subroutine RF.AHD9 is called in overlay USER09 by subroutine INITN, 
and calla 8ubrou1;lnea CON79, CONWD and RDTAPE (a system subroutin(' 
which affecta magnetic tape r~~ding). 
3.2.3.2 Interface 
The control information from the header record, and the informa-
tion needed to read the header record, is transmitted through 
the common block ICONS. 
3.2.3.3 Input 
The subroutine reads the header record on the data tape. 
3.2.3.4 Output 
Error messages may be displayed to the operator if subroutine 
REAHD encounters ambiguities in the header information. 
3.2.3.5 Storac'" .1~e3uirements if ' 
Subroutine REAl... r'!quires 809 words in core. 
3.2.3.6 Description 
The main purp08. of subroutine REAHD is to read the header record 
from the oesignated file on the data tape. A conversion using 
CON79 or CONWD is rcquit'p.d to obtain clcscrinti vc values. These c l('mt"n t s 
are tested and, if valid, are stored in the vector 10 in the 
common block ICONS. If adequate information to process the dat..! 
is not available, a me.sage to that effect alerts the operator 
3nd the run is terminated. Under certain conditions, however, 
when only one or two parameters are in error, the subroutine wll! 










of BDARPl will be attempted. An appropriate warninq will be 







~ .... " 
(REAHD) 
SET U; BYTE --; 
.... ERENCE TABLES I 
IN ITEMP I 




: ONE RECORD OF 




I INTO 9-TRACK IMAGE BYTES 
! 
.,,, ......... , 
(); ~ 1, ; l' : " r, l' ,\ Gl~ r:-; 







___ N. /'LIKE A HEAD~-~- __ I- - -. . ... _._ •.• - RECORD ,.., .• 
I ' I ~ 
SET UP STANDARD 
HEADER VALUES 









PLACE BYTE DATA 









-~- --.-.~- ~----.............--- . --
~lI~"~OLI1'1 NE REAHO NOHD .' 
CO"'MON 'ITEMP,,' LI "T,: 1;- )" IS','TE( 1;- ',' IHO 
C(1~1~10N I CONS,,' I D 14', OPTNS( 1 ~ ~" 1 FLAG 
OIMENSION IA,4080'1 IN(Z), 18(3) 
LIM' A 1 HO "0' 
OT:It; 1\' '/ 
.• .t J 1) \ ( , '1 r . Ill' 1 . " 
",11/', (/' ' 
I J \ ) ~, 
U~T~ LIST .. 5,~.11.11.2.3,l,4.4.SJ12,lZI9,10,10,6,6~ 
lIMTH IB~'TE ·90.91.,~~,.93.1eZ .. le3,.104,.le5.106 .. 1a7.10e,109/177EL 
1:85.1786.1787.1788/ 
1 F ( I HO '\ 160 " 20 " 160 
.2(' UIT = 0 
2'5 
::'.:" 
, ."1:' t I. I 
c. tt 
IF ~ I)F'TNSI, 1 ~ '\ GT S, ) tH T= 1 
tl :;.: 4080 
1 PHR = OPTNS< 3) 
C~LL RDTMPE(NIT. IA. N,IPAR. KSHR. JeON) 
lr (HIT EOe) GO TO 25 
tl::=I~( 1\ (MLL C I)UJ4DO: HZ" 1 B ) 
1:'0 10 29 
It~, 1 " = I A': 1 :;. 
J t~" ;:- • = I At;' Z ::. 
(~LL COH7~ (IN. IS) 
1 F ", I B( 1 ) :" ~O' 30" 70 
1 F (1 E:· .2) - 1;' 7(1, 35,. 70 
I·IF-ITE "1(1,.535) 18'2) 
n~lF'r'1~T '1:'(. " ~::IHI::E FIRST WORD = ", 13, "" THIS RECORD APPEARS TO 
E:E (IHTH lt~STEAO HEACIER, WILL TR',.. TO LISE STANDARD VAL.UES.") 
HUHll := 1 F(IF.~ 1-100,. ;2 FOR LARSYS AND 3 FI)R 1100. 
J F I, rKIHD - 2:. 4tt. 5~~. 6~) 
101.1.' ::. 1 
l(Il 2,' :. 0 
1 [I( '3 = '3 
Int 4 = 70 

















lllt.. b) ;; 500 
1O~ ;",) ;; 8 
Il)l, S' = 0 
1(l~ 9' =' 1 
10,10'1 ::; :; 
111'11'=1 
llt II.!',' II: 1 
GO Tel 160 
(.0 H'I 40 
REAO'( 
USE 1-100 UNTIL. VAL.UES FOR L.ARSYS Al)AIL.ABLE 
1':;0 10 40 
INSERT UNIVAC CONSTANTS l~HEN Al)HILABLE 





1f '1-':16) 73 .• ('Z,;'3 
1=8:3~ 
t ::-17;'6 
:'3 U:-.:IM( I ) 
, .... 
• I 
CMlL CI)NW(I( NZ, no 
(10 '(IS N==l.';;: 
r:;:;t:+1 
IF ··t,: - IBYTEr.L}) 78,.7'7 .. 10~ 
1 S'lTE( L 'J= I Nt' N) 
L ;-'+1 
'-(JtH ltM£: 
I F I,: L - 18) 71. 11 e, 110 
I :: e.? 
',' -. 87 l =: 1 






1 F "I - ;:'5 ~ ~0 ' '~, '~O 
1 ~ 118~ 
t, = 1 ~~6 
1 N~ 1 'I =- I H( I ) 
1 Nl :.: ~ = J A" I + 1 'I 
(!4LL CON~? (I H., lEn 
1 ~O ~ 1 ~l. 1 + l' 
READY 
... -.. 
l~~,' 11 El.I 0" 930 ) IN. 18, I A( I ) I I HD 1 L t~ .' L 
PUT (tALLIES FROM TAPE INTO 8','TE 
llO 1 0.) N. 1, 3 
t~ .; t. + 1 
IF, t, ' IB\'TE( L)'" 100, S-~" 105 
:"':, J E:','TE' L" '" IS" t4) 
L = l + 1 
1~:1t1 ((llnlt~UE 
I r (, 1 - 1191) SO ' 110" 11 0 
I "'':"i I,IF.: 1 TE l' 10, 605) t:, I 8'('TE <: L ) 
1,,1)5 FOF'r1HT (,1;";," Ht)~J CAN .:: = II, 13," WHICH IS LARGER THAN"" 14) 
ttl TEST FO~ TWO-BYTE WORDS AND STORE IN ID 
t 1 (, L~' 1 
1.7'1) IF, l. -. lE.', 130" 13(\, 160 
13(t Ij:! LI';';f(L') 
.:. :: L + 1 
IF fl.ISPL,:' - LI!:;T(V.l:'. 14011501140 
I,,,,:; 10' I~ , = IE:'(TE': L ') 
L ;.. L + 1 
GO TO 12.) 
1~0 IWD = IBYTE(L) * 400K + IB','TE(K) 
I 0 1 11.1 :: HJ(1 
L :.. L + 2 
'~Cl r (I 120 
It,O IHD::: 1 





II'~I" ,\L P.\(H·; l~ 









3.2.4 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 4 (~N~TN) 
3.2.4.1 Linkaio 
Subroutine INITN ia called by the driver aubroutine ORVF9 ira 
overlay USER09, and in turn calla user subroutines REl\!'::, CONWO, 
and CON79 and system subroutines ROTAPE and SPACE. 
3.2.4.2 Interface 





3.2.4.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine INITN requires 443 words in core. 
3.2.4.6 Descrip~~ 
Subroutine INITN begins by positioning the input tape to the 
requested file and reading the header r~cord via subr~utine 
REAHO. Additional error checks are performed on the header data, 
then the input tape is positioned to the record containing the 




















<,IS ON FILE 







DATA IN COMMON 
I BLOCK /ICONS/ 
rpERFO~ HEADER 
I DA'l'A TEST 
N 
-_._- --;:~C! J 
. . . . _ ..... _- ... .. 
. (SYSTEM SUB-
ROUTINE) POSITIO 
1 TAPE TO PROPER '--~'-J--
(INI'l'N) 
-] 
, ERROR Y 
~ETlCTED IN ,~ 













I (~'~S~EM SUB- . • 
ROUTINE) READ 




DATA TO ' 
L LINE NUMBER 1 
---1 
/TH:::S ..... 














C(ttltl0N "'ICONS,' 10 14 '" opn'$( 17 )" IFLCI 
OIt1ENSI0N h~( 4080)1 IN( Z)I IS( 3) 
IS'l"S=l 
IFLG1=0 
NRT :; 0 
tH T = e 
If ~OPTNS(17),GT,a,) NIT-' 
) F'l St, :: OP TNSCZ ) 
IFLGl = 1 
tot ~ IFLSK - 1 
IF I, to ~0" ~0,40 
.\", N = H - 1 
(~LL SP~CE cHIT, IFLG1, HRT, ISTAT) 
1 F un 50. 50,. 40 
':If. ('ALL REAHO "1 S~'S ) 
I ... N::, = 1 
lt~t HE~OER O~TA TEST ~y MINTER, 
I.' tt .. (,t.e: CHHHHEL '1U$T HOT BE LARGER THAN ONE RECORD, 
IF fl0(3) - 1) 80.80,75 
;.~ "''''ITE t. 1('.,~7~) 10(3) 
( •• '. (IF' '~,ljr1 ERRORS IJSING IERR Ia IERR + Z 
OJ: If; l' : AI, p ,\<i I'; i~ 
<W I)(){):~ qCALITY 
':i7L~, FOF"1fiT I 1>::. " FLAG3::" " 14/", H10ICATES CHANNEL LARGER THAN II 
"~'E(:OF'O." ':0 
1 DC?, 'I :: 1 
(t,U ':,l~tF'l OF I.,I)[IEO DATA SHOULD BE GREATER THAN ZERO, 
0(1 1 F (1 [I(, 1 ) ,) :35, 85 , 90 
:::'5 I D( 1 ) = J ( t. t IHJr1eE~ OF DATA SETS PEP. RECORD IS GREATER THAN ZERO, 
')Cj J F (I CIO:, 9 » 95 , 95 ,I 100 
~':'I J (.It 9 J = 1 
r t ... t ('i·:PECT 8 BITS FRI)'1 ORICINAL DATA IN SYTE'S, 
1 ~(., 1 F (1 O( 7) .• 8) 105 I 110" 1 05 
"-'1 
JJl!? 
I U1. tn.AIN fOR ERROR SUfi' HRF. IERR + 4 
Ht!i l~'" ITE ~ 10 .. 600 ) 1', (' 
'_'\)\\ f l'Rt'~T (lX. 10 NO IF £:IlTS 11\ "" 15) 
I L1'- -:-', ~. s 
I, H' f'U~JlIUN j"~PE TO ST,~RT OF REQUESTED DATA, 
I '1_ 1 1 1 Hl = OPTNS, 1 ) 
l 1.,1\ ITf I. h~. 610) Nt T, ISTAT 
l' ,,1 0 fl'''~~'AT ~ 1" " 01 REAO DATA RECORD NEXT, PAR 1 TV." " 1." " STAT-: II • J f, • 
JST~T ~: 9192 
t~ :: .H)SO 
10:'0 I.HLL f,'PT':'PE dHT_. IA. tt, NIT. t:SHRT, IST~T) 
1~ 'NIT EQ 0) GO TO 121 
n::::o 1 ~"_ 36 ') 
"'HLL COt"~O( ~~Z. IS) 
IS' '3 ',= 1 Sf. ~ ') 
(,0 10 lZ~, 
I •. lIt f' l' ;: I H':, 47 ) 
1 t f· ~.. ;: I H( 4:3 " 
',HLL CON~~~ 'It-L IS;' 
I. ',I 1 F ' IE' 3:0 .• ITEM::O 120,140,.130 
1'-;~_, l·~f.·lTE' 1("'6'30) IFLSt(. 18(:3) 
':.,!.(I f-Ofi'f1HT ·,1;'<," (IN FILE ",. 14," FIRST LINE IS". 1') 
1 '. r, "'HII'~.:-. - 1 





,.."',, ............... ~.~ ... --~u_~,'.... ,.., '~"" 
_"._ ........ '"'"'-.... _L.-'''''--~.~, .• ., .... ,j' ...... _"~L.~. __ • ~~ ••. _._~ .... ~, ~_.ri .. <_ .~ __ _ 




3.2.5 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO.5 (CON?9) 
3.2.5.1 Linka,. 
Subroutine CON?9 i. called by .ubroutine. INIT~ and REAHO in 
overlay USER09 and by ROLIN9 in overlay T9. 
3.2.5.2 Interface 
Interface i. accomplished by one input argument and one output 
argument. 
3.2.5.3 Input 
The input argument IA is a two-word array read from 7-track tape. 
3.2.5.4 Output 
The argument 18 ia a )-word output array, one byte/word, right 
juatified. 
3.2.5.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine CON79 requires 64 words in core. 
3.2.5.6 Description 
Subroutine CON?9 ia designed to convert 7-track unformatted input 
data to formatted information in the form it originally appeared 
in a 9-track tape format. It is specifically designed to 
restore the data to its form as it appears on a Universally 






















f) 1: II , . 
lJj' ,. !, j) 
, I h)'· .\(;'" l' 
.. ('f' I ~~ 
, .\/,/ /'y 
----
LIST LINES - 33 
TITLE CON:" REt\Dy 
PROGR~ ID-SUIROUTINE CON?' 
PROGRAMMER-PAUL LJN'LEe 626-45 SOFT~~ 
DEllELOPfllENT SECT ION' OMYE-SEPT 3.1':'6 
FUNCTION-CONVERT 2 WORDS REAO FROf1 ., T"'...c.~ TAPE 
TO 3 WORDS, 1 BYTE 'WORD, IUCHT JUSTIFIED) 
E '';M'·'P~.E . 
FROM WORD l' OOWWWWWW oavuwuv 
WORD 2 1 eezzzzzz eevyyvvv 
TO wORD 1; eeeeeeee wwwwwwvu 
WORD Z; eeeoeeee V'JtJUZZZZ 
WO~D ~:oeeoeeee ZZYVYVVY 
SOUPCE:a<.COt~7' ~~ 
OElJEGT-\CON79:R> 
'- ... LLIUG SEQUENCE 
CHll CON79( lA, IS) 
WHERE 1~ IS ..- Z-~'ORO INPUT ARRAY READ FRow. ., TRACk TAP&: 
IS IS .. 3-WORD OUTPUT ARRAY, 1 BYTE/WORD. flUCHT JUSTIFIED 
EUT (.(Itf:'~ 





L I'iT LINES - " 
~1I .. lt' ",3 
PROCESS 1ST OUTPUT IVTE 
LO~ ".0.3 
LO~ 1· r\.~S""1 
'-lNO l· 0 
LO~ 1. SHFT4 
, . ,'n flll MOt,IZR 0, 0 
INC 1. LSZR 
_"1F' (' (\NO 1 
~TH e.TEMP 
La ... 0·O,3 
LOA I·MSKP. 
~UD J.l) 
LOf.4 1" SHFT~ 
'UtH)'::' r'tollZP' 01 a 
Itt( L 1, SZ, 
JI'IP co~~ 
LOk 1· TEr1P 
HOD J,' .. , 
'; T!of 1-1, (1 , .? 
PF'I)( E~~~. ,HO OUTPUT eYTE 
L(I~ 0,0,'3 
LO... I, "'H';KZ 
.:.tHO 1," 
L(I ... 1,SHFT4 
1 I It f'" .' '101lZl e, (t 









LC'':' 1 TEM' 
~u l,e 
ST~ e, 1,2 
'ROCE~S 3RO OUTPUT IYTE 
LOA 0,1,3 
LOA I,MASkL 
~D I," STA 0,TEM' 
LOA e.1.3 




L.OA I, TEMP 
ADO I,e 
STA e,z,z 









"'AS .... 3 
MHS~:L ' 





JeET BITS 18) 11 
,GET BITS la .. aS 
l GET BITS in 7' 
;CET BITS 8-1' )(;ET BITS 0-7 
! Ir 
_ _ ~ ____ ----..~---"---~- T_ 
3.2.6 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO.6 (CONWD) 
3.2.6.1 Linkage 
Subroutine CONWD is called by subroutine INITN and REAHO in USER09 
~nd by ROLIN9 in overlay T9. 
3.l.6.2 Interlace 
Interlace is accomplished by one input argument and one output 
argument. 
3.2.6.3 Input 
The input argument IA is one word read from 9-track tape. 
3.2.6.4 Output 
The argument IB is a two-word output array, one byte/word, right 
justified. 
3.2.6.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine CONWD requires 19 words in core. 
3.2.6.6 Description 
Subroutine CONWO is designed to convert one 16 bit word to two 







16-BIT WORD TO 
TWO a-BIT WORDS 
iJ gO 
I 
l b 1 LINES - 3:-; 
1 ! TLE CONl~O 
f. H 1" "ONl40 
E:-':lO CPYL,. FRE i 
t'~REL 
1 1 ~RGUMENT 1 NPIJT 
I. 1.11 H4l1 'SR@. CPYL 
I. \ I~r " 
ST~ 3,SAUE ~AUE ACC3 
lllH (L FTST~, 3 ; GET ARc;LIMEHT ADDRESS 
LD~ 2, FT';TF+ 1 .,3 
"1;)1 .. 1 ('. 3 
I (lM (1. 0.3 
I (lA 1. "lASt;. 
HtlD 1, (" 
.·TH 0,1.,2 
I [1.-, (1.13, 3 
1'1(11 "~; (t, (1 
LI)M 1. '·1~'S.· 
Htl[l 1,(1 
':, , H O. (1 • 2 
L [114 "3, ~:;Ht·}E 
. ";,RI!, FRE T 
Sl~AP THE TWO B't"TES 
MHSt 000377 • GET EITS 9-15 










3.2.7 COMPONBNT NO.7 (ROLIN9) 
3.2.7.1 LinJc:ap 
Subroutine ROLIN9 is the driver (main) routine in overlay T9. 
ROLIN9 calls the user subroutines ISET, CON79, and FRAME, as well 
al various ay.tem subroutines which read the input tape And 
create the temporary data file TDATA. After execution, ROLIN 
calls in overlay TM. 
3.2.7.2 Interface 
Subroutine ROLIN9 communicates with its associate subroutine via 
the common parameter block ICONS. 
3.2.7 • 3 Input 
Subroutine ROLIN9 accepts input from the Universally formatted 
input data tape. 
3.2.7 • 4 Output 
ROLIN9 creat~s a temporary data file TDATA on the system disk. 
3.2.7.5 ~age Reguirements 
Subroutine RDLIN9 requires 1115 words in core. 
3.2.7.6 Description 
Subroutine ROLIN9 reads the classified data tape, packs the 
classified data 16 pixels per word, and stores these data on a 
temporary disk file, TOATA. 
3.2.7.7 Flowchart 



















CLEAR ARMY , 
TO BE PACKED I 
I 





ONE LINE or DATAj 
FROM THE -~~~ ~ r---- ----} j . 
~ ~:----- REwIND AND CLOSE ' 
""'" 'TEMPORARY DATA I ~ 'FILE TDATA USINGj N ~YS'l'EM SUBROUTINE~ FRWFL AND FCLFL I "~.J~ I T, ~i ---~ , .. I --. ___ o •• ~ 
rO - - -' -·-·~ONSISTENT WI'l'H c ~ 
-- 0 - -, - -~ USER' 
"IRREGULAR, '. PU'1' ,,--'" IN~~~~DII r--- .. ~ l -0 ) 
, .. CON19 __ .. . 
-' RAW DATA CON-
asION ROUTINE I 
I TO BYTE DATA ; 
u __ ._.J f - T' I 
, 

















, IHIENS I ON IN (2' I ~~ 3 ) I 1 $(, 150 ). I A(, 4080 ) ((I~1~10N "I CONS' JC, 1"' '" OpnfS( 17;'" I FLG 1 f'l,lr'l~10N, 1 BETA.· ,..,·~r1E (3) 
I.'Llrl~lUN 'lST~R., L.N .:t~T, lEND, I 
D~T~ LNCNT, lEND 0,0/ 
t~HNE \ l' :: lin," 
~~~"'E ~ ~) :: "-1 II 
t~Hr'lE:: ... 3' = 0 
U:R ~ 13 
(HLL FOFFL (IITDATAII, IER) 
.: HLL FOPFL ("TDATA"., I., t.. IER) 
~11,1 .1 ... 1 
tn 1 :.: (1 
I, I~' '.: 
,It ""2 
1 F '(IPTt.';,.' 17) L. T ,:;l ;. GO TO 55 
t 11 , :;; 1 
J .I=.~ 
If ,:: 1 
',C', Jr ... J;':: 10(' 14) 
L I tll~'C :: " 
1':. T~ .. T :: (1 
t H·I(I':. !": (1 
00 t,(1 r:: 1 " 50 
I '; . .: .' ';I :: l!t 
, (1 '. l.ltH ItU.lE 
l~ rIENO -1) 70, 390,390 
"".1 J(L ':', = OPTr~'!;( f!o ) 
tl ;.. 408(1 
~.:(~ ( ... LL ROTAPE I:. tUT I IA., H, IP~R! NSHR, ISTAT) 
'·IPITE <1'3,,610.:' (lA<:lT) .. IT = 1,100) 
(:1(1 ropr1~T':: U<, 50IS;' 
tfl.lL :: OPTNS (4) - OPTNS (3) + 1 
OfllGINAL PJ\(;J.; 1. 
llf.' Pi:i 1) (1('\1/1' 









,.", 1 ~", 





1 ,.:.1, t 
1 , '1:1 
1 :: :.-1 
,'(11.1 
••· • .'(1 
IF (NOl) ~O· ~0. 10~ 
NOL :: 10 (6 ~ 
Gel TO 1l~ 
IF ~NOL - ID~6~) 115,115.110 
l~RITE (10,61~' N'll .. 10 (6) 
READY 
FORNAT (lX·" WANr",I!L" PO(ElS PER LINE':' WILL TPV"·I~,) 
t~OL :' IO( 6) 
IJP TNS (oJ) :: (' 
1 F ,I STAT - 4) 1 1S0 , 140 .' 120 
lEND = lEND + 1 
If ' l(t~O - 1) 14(L 12~L 390 
WRITE ~10. 620) ISTAT, lNCHT 
F("I~'f"~T , 1 ,,: ," STATLIS WOF.D ;:" I 13, " TOTAL L I HES DO HE IS" I 15 ) 
\·JF: 1 TE , 10, ;;'2~)' 1 STAT, LUCHT 
IF ~ID~S) -1) 1~a, 400. 400 
l~OD = MOD (IFlGl.10) 
If, I HOD - 5) .200, 200, 1 S0 
IFLGl : 5 - h~DO 
10(1 :0 0 
1 ... 0 TO .220 
1 (Ill : 1 Do: .. "> 
J:::.TAT = OPTNSO::3) 
L .:': (IF'Tt~':i( ~, ) 
IF' = 1[)(6) :t. (L - 1.:0 + 100 + IST~T 
\. ::- (~ 
~4n IHDO = 2 :t. (IP + (JD(6) * 10(5» * LINRC) 
IF- '. tn T EO ~)" GO TO 245 
I LIM: I HD[.!· 2 
IllH=10H+? 
J r,CI=r10D( I CIA, 2 :-
1 = l[I~V2 
: "l.., (HLL r...:ON~~O( IAt: 1 )., 18) 











'.' .. I 
e ; '; .. (1 
I ~':I'I(I 
I' 





J 00 = MOO (I ~OO . . , 
ISTHT :: 3 - JOO 
100 :-: ~10D ~ I ST~T ... \ 
IHOO ,.. 1~003 
1 ,... I MOD + 1 
If '1 OD - .2) .2C:)0. 250 .' ~60 
1=1-1 
If ~ I - 40~9' 270. 270. J~O 
IF .. lCII S'I - 1 ' 290,. 4U3 .. 410 
I N' 1 I :: 1 Hl I 'I 
lr~' ~:\, :: IM,1 + l' 
- 'K L t Ot,p'~ ( IN· Ie) 
H ::- 10D + 1 
~· ... '-'~E lt~ M PI"! ltn LI)(IP 
1·1,", IT E " 10. ~so 'I N . IN. t ADO .' t 
Hlpr1HT '1~:. 40 I c:) , 
(II) 3 .. h) J = N .. J.J 
• Holll·:'. = Nl·'D~. + 1 
i :: L + 1 
I F I'L - 1':: '. 3(lO· 3.)0,.290 
L ~ 1 
IT;;. t:T + 1 
F·"U·:·E OUTPUT IeL:::. J. IS(.J )" t, IA( I) 
~'I~ t TE" 10. ;"';"'~ '.'I eL':; .• 1. IB<:J ).1, IA( 1 ) 
fl"Wr'1AT" :.1 10' 
IF '.ICLS - IE:(, .I .. ') 340, 3201 340 
( Hl L I ':;E T (, I S( t( T )., L.> 
I .. OUT I t·RIE 
1(1[1 ::: (t 
I=J+.Jt< 
IF (H"mS - NOL) 34!5 . 345,. 360 







34;- IF' (NI T') ZS0, zse .. '4':: ~\~11 JFLGI = MOO (IFLed, u:n 




. ~ I .... ~ 
~:.::(t 
·:··~':1 
L Hem ~ LNCNT + 1 
l t NRC =: L 1 NRC + 1 
IO(13):Kl" 
IEWT :' 2 ... ~T 
('~LL FlnFL \, 1 . lS, leYT I IER) 
t~RITf \ 10 .. S64) 18YT ,I IS 
I-I.lR~IHl .; 1S." NO OF B~'TES." .. I'~,'/ .• ( IX, SOlS») 
t F ~ II NRC - I O( 9 'q 362 , 36~ • 365 
.r '::' 1 
GO TO 240 
1 STAT :; OPTNS (2' -. OPTNS( 1) + 1,05 
IF 'lNCNT - ISTAT) 3ee. 370, 3~e tum::: 1 
I r .: It leu r - 4e0 1 ~O, 390" 390 ( fit n ItfI.lE 
(HLL FRWFL .;: 1. IER;' 
I. HLL fClFL " 1.. lER) 
tHLL r('NOT ~ "(;'>"~ 
1 F' • J EF.· " 38'S., 395.. 38'S 
,::"-:0:. "~~llE I 1(:j.88!!D JER 
r::;;,:;~. ~(.I"·r·1HT '. n,:. II ERROR SET AT"~ IS, II FROM WRITE .. REWIND OR CLOSE'" 
':·lOP 
-:;,., ... ~ ;~··~.(~:;r1 I 
1":.(>(1 1 
tIL It'E.S=fJPTtf~:;( 2'1 - OPTNS( 1) + 1.1 tfP;;~ :;OPTtf94) - OPTHS( '3) + 1.1 
; :"1A;<;:UP;~ 
·(f1~;<=Nl.IHES 
r.Hl.L FRAf1E( X'1A~< .. YMA>c: .. X~:;C, 'f'SC) 
i 
.oJ 
C.U.L FRNm l I..H~ME, IH' \ 
PHLISE f'RHOl' IN RE lOll t'IE F HI LELI 
·W'" 1 fUll :-: 1 
14/\ HE t. to. 90(n 1 ..I( S' 
"lIlt I (lRI'1Hl I.. 1~~, II lR~d;ULAR FORM~T INOIC~TEO BVII I 14) 
10" .U) I.. 11) 1 
1': ' I ') 3~"e. 3~O. 410 
., 1l.' 1 (1. €I 'I ~ .. 1 
1040 '"' 0 
ltll TOt;-O 
~ N[) 
3 • 2 .8 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. IJ ( I SET) 
3.2.8.1 Linka,. 
Subroutine IS!T i. called by ROLIN9 in overlay T9. 
3.2.8.2 Interface 
ROLIN9 communicates with subroutine ISET via two calling arquments. 
3.2.8.3 Input 
The argument IS(KL) is the KLth word in vector IS. 
The argument L ia the bit number in IS(KL) which needs to be set 
to 1. 
3.2.8.4 Output 
The argument IS(KL) is returned with the Lth bit set to 1. 
3.2.8.5 ~torage Requirements 
Subroutine ISET requires 26 words in core. 
3.2.8.6 Description 
Subroutine ISET sets the appropriate bit in a l6-bit word to 
indicate a pixel belonging to the class being examined. These 
words are the packed data which ROLIN packs into the temporary 
data disk file TDATA. 
3.2.8.7 Flowchart 
3.2.8.8 Listing 
h"'.'~ __ t~. ______ ~. . 
START 
(/I~l(,j'~ \1, P\(n: l~ 
Of IJI)( JI{ (H'.\LITY 
SET THE 
APPROPRIATE BITS 
IN A 16-BIT 
WORD TO INDIC.\TE 
WHICH PIXELS I 
I BELONG TO THE I 
~LASS BEING EXAM. 
RETURN 
/ 
l. 1 ..: , L It~ES ~e REHO~' 
TIlL ISET 
t:HT ISET 




1 :,~ f "SR Ii CP'(L 
STM 3,SAlJE 
LO.~ 0·\!FTSTR,3 
-:TM 0, 'IALl.! 
I~E~ '-',1 
~OO 0,1 
"11)1 'OR 1 ' 1 
LOA e .I!,,'TSTR+ 1 ' :. 
ST.:. 0,1 IlFTSTR+ 1 . :3 
ST ... a,CONS 





:,T~ 1. IIHLU 
-'r'lF' Eutl 
f: ! T' "KiIIF' 101 
J"1F' LOOP 
clill L[I~. l,.l,lALIJ 
.:.1 TH 1, liFTSTP, '3 
LClH :,.SHUE 
-":.~ Il FRET 
, •• 11£ r, 
, ':111':, l) 
"~III I) 
EtlD 
3.2.9 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 9 (FRAME) 
3.'-.9.1 Linkage 
Subroutine FRAME i8 called by RDLIN9, and calls subroutine LIN I'}' . 
3.2.9.2 Interface 
FRAME receives format and scaling information through four input 
parameters. 
3.2.9 • 3 Input 
Four calling arguments are input to subroutine FRAME reflecting 
format and scaling constraints. 
3.2.9.4 Output 
None 
3.2.9.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine FRAME requires 347 words in core. 
3.2.9.6 Description 
Subroutine FRAME computes the output frame size, generates four 
corner ticks for the plot file, and calls subroutine LINIT to 
write these tick~ in the plot file. 
3.2.9.7 F1owchar.t 











SET UP X,y 
ARRAY FOR 
LOWER LEFT TICK' 
LINIr 
PLOT LOWl:'R LEFT 
TICK IN 
DRAWING FILE 
SET UP X,y 
'ARRAY FOR LOW-: l ER RIG~T TI~K.; 
LINIT ' 
r
'" .. " J 
PLOT LOWER ' 
! RIGHT TICK IN: i DRAWING, FILE. J 
! SET UP X, y' 1 
I ARRAY FOR I 
tlP'PER RIGHT TIC1f 
.. ~. .. -_. ~ 
1 LINIT --J 
! pj~i ¥ieiRIN I 
I DRAWING FILE i 
/SET UP X, Y ARMY 
I FOR UPPER 
l I£FT TICK 
r ' --" LINIT . 
! PLOT UPPER 
i.EFT TICK 
IN DRAWING FILE, 
.~ ..._ ~ i , 
RETURN 
OlUGI~J\L JJ.\(; 1,; IS 












READY SUBROUTINE FRAME(XMAX/VMAX,XSC,YSC) DIMENSION )« 3), "'( 3) 
ARM-8.S 
X( 1 '=8 it 
VC 1 \-ARM *VSC 
X( 2 )=e 0 
',', Z )=0," 
X(3'sARM * '<SC 
'(( 3 )m0." 
CAll LINIT(X.V.3,0) 
:>(<: 1 .s( XMAX-ARM ') * XSC 
V( 1 :-,:.130 
~,'( := i::XI'IAX * XSC 
V(;2 )=0,0 
: .. :( 3 )=)« Z ) 
't(3)=ARM * YSC 
CtilL LltfITO(, 'f,. 3, e) 
X( 1 )aXMAX * XSC 
X< 2 ):.X( 1 ) 
Y( 1 )=( YMt1~<-ARM) :t YSC 
'(c. 2 )=,,.t1AX * YSC 
;« 3 )=< XPIAX-ARM) * :>(SC 
','r 3 )="(, Z ) 
CHLL LItUTO(,'.',l,.0) 
::. 1 )=wRM * XSC 
)If 1 )=Vt1A)( * VSC 
'(( 2 "="I( 1 ) 
:><:< 2 ;.=€t . e 
;~( 3 )=0 0 






3.2.10 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 10 (LINIT) 
3.2.10.1 Linkage 
In overlay 'l 9 subroutine LINIT lS called by subroutine FRAME. 
In overlay TM subroutine LINIT is called by BDT9, ENDTST, CONALL, 
CLSTST, CONEC'l, and FINDAR. 
3.2.10.2 Interface 
Subroutine LINIT receives control information through the user 
common block ICONS, and through the System 100 common blocks BLK 
and MENU1. 
3 • 2 .10. 3 Input 
Lna'i~ :cceives x,y plot arrays through its calling arguments. 
3.2.10.4 Out..P.ut 
Subroutine LINIT transfers registered boundary plot string arrays 
to a System 100 drawing file. 
3.2.1 0.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine LINIT requires 313 words in core. 
3.2.10.6 Description 
LINIT accepts as input plot string arrays. Data registration is 
accomp~ished at this point by transforming the x,y coordinates 
of the plot arrays using either the eight coefficients input by 
the user or the default (no change) coefficients. The standard 
expression for the data transformation is: 
L 
where 
Al-Ag are the eight coefficient. 
Xo'Yo • Initial or observed coordinates 
Xt'Yt • Transformed coordinates 
After transformation, these registered plot string arrays dre 





I O()II~l(;Il\'i\t 11,\( '1-' 1'-
r I " Po( 1 J (' 




; by user or 
default 
coefficients 









~,LI~R(ll'T1NE LINIT ... ~ \".R'I,N, IT't'~~(lY 
1I I 1'1ttlS 1 ON ~RX" ~O ), ~R~' !\O" 
END 
l ",.l"'UN ICONS 1:1,.','" 01 17"" JFLI~1 
: ,JNr1UN SU., S, 30 ~, I I, J(I), H( 10), t~( 3('" t,p, 1(1' 80) 
I llNr'l11N f'lf:.NUl '~O(lE NRFlG, SFHCr..lNI'10(\'ltU~IO 
£ (Ill HtHL £HeE ... :-\~ 1 "l , 'a ,), ( \', 1 ),~' 1 ) .... ." ... 11 :0 " ~: 11 ,1, ( t,'( I.? ) If 1.2 ) 
( (~lllIIHL f NCE: ... t-.:... 1 4 'I , t, 14 , , ~ ~. \. 1 ~ ) , ~: 1 ~ ), (, ~', 1 I, ~ 1 )." AI 2 ) . A2 ) 
t 4' 1 DES I GN.nE F I l E NU"'ElER 
HI t1\'F' EO ~~, GO TO 20 
! 11,1 1 1 =: 1 ' N 
t-:;: ' Hj.·~~, I ) 
~'i' :: ~."~','I 1 ) 
l.i 1.. (ll 1::) ... R~< + 0< 13) to R'I' 
Hfr~' > I I ::: " 0' q )*R>~ + (II: 1 ('I )*RV + O( 11)) 0 
Hk"".l ' :z '0, 14 '*R~; + o( 15 )*R~' + 0<' 16)' (\ 
~'EH UP COf'U'lHNO 
',1 =H~'>:' 1 " 
11 =HF'''I'I 1 \ 
~ 1 1 :..1 
I~ HLL RHCON', tA,02 ;. 
~'E t 4 (lOl4N (Ct,.,r1~t'4D 
: 1 1 f, 
[tt) 10 1 <:: ' H 
'; l"Hf.'; ;',' 1 ,I 
1'1 ::Hf."I" }I 
1 till Pl·lCOt4o:' t::4. 2 \ 
111 I I lin II.UE 
f,(I 1 (I ~~I) 
• ''J t'11.:<Q 
r ~IF' I TE EHD-OF -F I LE C OMf'lANO 
C.HLL R~lCOt4( t~4, 2 ) 




3.2.11 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 11 (BDT9) 
3.2.11.1 Linkage 
Subroutine BDT9 is the principal routine in overlay TM, and calls 
the following u •• r subroutines: FINDAR, FILL, READAT, CONALL, 
ENDTST, CLSTST, and LINIT9. In addition, subroutine BOT9 utilizes 
the following system subroutines for drawing file manipulation: 
FOPFL, FeLFL, FDLFL, and FCNOT. 
3.2.11.2 Interface 
Subroutine BDT9 r~ceives control information through the common 
block ICONS. ROT9 communicates with its associate subroutines 
via the commo~ blocks Z,ZZ, and MAXFIL. 
3. 2 .11 • 3 Input 
pixel data is brought in, line by line, from the disk file TDATA 
by subroutine READAT and placed in common block ZZ for processing 
in BDT9. 
3.2.11.4 Output 
While overlay TM is operating, BDT9 outputs a status message on 
the display device after each ten lines of requested data has 
been processed. In addition, BOT3 actuates the audible tone on 
the output device after processing is complete. 
3.2.11.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine BOT9 requires 9224 words in core. 
3.2.11.6 Description 
o:J( ;l::.\L p l\GT~ IS 
01' pOlin qFl\UTY 
BDT9 is the routine which identifies, from the input p1xel 
information, boundaries of a classified area or areas within il 





identifyinq border pixels, and buildinq plot string arrays WhlCh 
describe the limits of the classified areas. These plot strings 
are introduced into a standard system 100 drawing file through 
subroutine LINIT, which also accomplishes data transformation as 
specified by eight user-input coefficients, for registration onte 
any desired base. Ultimately, this drawing file is output on 
a maqnetic tape which is used as input to the Gerber plotter, 
which creates the final registered boundary plot. 
3.2.11 .7 Flowchart 



















"No. of pixels 
.' per line. 
, XXXX" "No. 
'of lines to be 
proces~ed·XXXX" 
REAPAT 
I(~\ad . in . NEf'S 
lines of dAta 
from disk into 
Array IPIX 
. 




F ill in appro-
Q~iate.class.1.­
'fl.ed plxels 1.n 
Line 1 of IPX as 




for first line 
only 
FINOAR 
. -.,~ -,"-" 
Initialize X,Y 





I Fi.nd lrft anti 
right boundary 










I which belong 
to common group 
for connection and 




Iplot Arrays are 
tcomPlete, or I closed", compute th!~£ @fi~aghe~nd! t;,evfle4S Are 
_ "-Qli'pa. 
~ -E:mS1' ~roceBS plot a~rays 
I W!UCh are But-
I ficiently large 
'that they must be 
segm~nted I 





d FINOAR onnect sel)Tllents 
,f9und to apprn-
~r1.ate array. ~f 
! none found, 
• in1 tlate ne· ... 
X,y az::rays 
. ::;,\L PAGr.~ !l: 
,.-.,' 1 dUI~ (Wl\L: 














Shift lines up 




Read in a 
new line of 
data 
Copy new 
line into rrx 
y 
: FILL . 
! f'lll in appro-~riate classifie4 
pixels in new 
line of IPX 
as defined by 
Epsilon 
A 
... - .. '"- -. 
CONALL 
Determine arrays' 
which belong to 
common group. for 
connection and 
connoct them 
,..' CLS1'ST I . Determl,ne which 
plot arrays arE' 
complete, or 
"closed", compute 
their,preas~.~!nd ;plot. tJlose w ... ae· 
areas are ~ Kappa 
r ENDTST ' 
bomPlete plotting 
. of segmented 
areas remaining 
LIN IT 
\ ,,:1' :;: :.\1. PAGe IS 
Ill-' I'\'iJl~ ql'.\LlTY 
Place end-of-










, 1~,' l 1 Nf. S· :r:: 
I ' I.,,.''''ON N~SF 1 L N:. 
'U"''''IJN :: N~RUF' ,~ R~,:-\\ 50. '5(' "MIiF' ... ·,",·, '5(1, ~,:-". J S 1 Z£( ~0 I· H:. I :'r ',' , 
'I"'\.'\~ ~o , , AR'I\ ~O '\ . L . HE "'f'I~~\. :-\SC . ','se .• MF'PM 
l ll"'f'lUN 1 .... 1 ~~.. 2~~· '\ , 1 P::~ .... 2'5':. " . UP:·: I EP': 
I. (If'''''Ot~ 1 COUS 1 (11 ~ 4 'I. (IF'TNS( 1:- I, 1 FLG 1 
ll;"1ftISlON tH:l25t.5 '\ 
1 t~ 1 [GEfi' MPRHl'~';, M~f(~',",' 
r'h~~ :t.,RP=:,~u 
~,t, ~ •. 0 
t r:;-·OPrtl~~1 ;", 
,. HPf-'H' 11PHI-:;\ S '+(\ 1 
U:W'TE '"!.~t.l o· 13" 
: :':,( =,) 1 
I"::t ~'l1 1 
, •... 1 
IIE.f"~.· EP':, .. 1 0 
tiL ltIE:· ... OPTtI-:.I. 2 I - OF'TN';:' 1 ) + 1 1 
In·':: =Of'ltl-:.' .. ) - IJPTU':.' 3'\ + 1 1 
Ilf· J T f:. I 11..1.::~ It IP:-: ' IlL 1 t-IE S 
,I"H, ""1 H-': ~ 
,1'1H: ::tlL It IE': 
I I.LL FF'Mf'1E' : :r'1M:-":, ',"1M::, >:.;:( ,'t'S(, " 
tit LH1=1) 
11 ' tU'-P':, GT 4 ' ~'F' lTE" 1(1,':;:. EP'S 
r(IPI"HT. ' EP·:·ILOtl "MLIJE OF' ,F'r 3.' E~~CEEOS PRESENT PROGRAM CONS1RAl tn ';.' , 
f-1.I~f'IH1'" 14(1 OF F-'I::EL::; PEP LIt-IE 1:1",1 ....... ·. 
" tIll (If LItlE':, TO E:E F'F:OCE'5SEO = ... 1 .... ,/) 
~ HLL FOF'FL' "TDMTM .... .:;:,(t.IE I 
IF· IE EO (II GO TO 5 
~jf. J IE:.' 10, '5~~,' IE 
rOf"'1AT 1 li<." IE~".14) 
r'ftl F,[ EPPOP Itl OF'EtIING TOMTM I H SOT3 <ll~J(,;I\';\L P.\GC IS 
<)j<' p(){ lit (~t:ALITY 
h' Hi t t'rd 
GO TO '" 5 CONTINUE 
DO., I-I , HEPS 
CALL RlAOAT,IAZ.IIVTE) 
DO 4 JZ-l. NP)( 
4IPIX<I.JZ>-IAZ(jZ) 
;0 CONTINUE 
00 8 I-I,NEPS 







el(' 1 e I A-S .1 MAXCRP 
HSIZE, I~).e. 
llJ IS IlE( I A )aO 
READV 
F I HO L'PPER BOUNDAR I E$ ABOVE FIRST &. I HE ONL. y 
00 100 IA-1,NPX 
IF( IP)« 1. JA» lee, Hl8. 29 





1.·1~ (I.IIIT ItflJE 
LHfE=O 
r u~n l. EF T AND PI CiHT eOIJNCIARY PIXELS ON A LINE 
·-.TOPE LIUE SE(~'1Etn!, It~ APPROPRIATE ~RRAVS 

















~ FINO LOWER BOUNDARIES BELOW A LINE 
15KP-" 
00 3ee I A 1'1: 1 ~ HP)( 
IF(lSKP) 291,291~401 
291 I~( IP>« l,IA'.EQ IPX(Z,IA» GO TO loe 
JF(IA.EQ,NPX) GO TO 299 
IPX1= IPX( 1 .. IA) 
IP)(Z-IP)« 2, lA) 
IP)(]-IP)« I .. IA+l ) 
IPX4=IPX(2,IA+l) 
IF(IPX2.EQ.IPX4) GO TO 299 
IF(IPX1.EQ.IPX3)GO TO 2~9 
IF«(lA-l).EQ.NPX) GO TO 402 
IPX'=IPX( 1, IA+2) 
JPX6aJPX( 2, IA+2) 
IF< IP><6 EQ, IP)(4) CO TO 402 
IF(IPX3.EQ IPX~) GO TO 402 
IF'lPXl r:Q 1.~NO.EPSCC,1.414) CO TO 410 









OHIGINAL PAGE I~ 
011' POUR QUALITY 









~O TO lee 
READV 
4~~ IF( IPX1.EQ 1 .ANO.EPS.LT.l.414) GO TO 41~ 




B .... =Llt~E 
CHLL FINDAR(AX,AY,BX.8V.Z) 
A~~=lA-l 
A .... ~L.IHE 
B>C:=1A: 
eY=LINE 
CALL F I NOAR( AX,A't. BX., BV. z) 
ISKf'=l 




£$','''L I NE 














_h.' __ ~ ...... _~",_ 
lSI(P-l 





C~L L F I NOAR( AX , ~'Y' " ex., 8','" 1 ) 
CO TO lee 
0401 ISKP=ISKP-l 
30t' CONT I t~UE 
IF(MXA LT Z0) GO TO 10S 
WRI TE( 18,307) 
READY 
3(,.: FORMAT( 1)(," THIS CLASS TOO DENSE TO PROCESS ~ SECTOR THIS LARl.t·· 
", ZX, "RETRY PROGR~M USING A SMALLER SPAN OF PIXELS· ... L.INE") 
GO TO 998 
J0S CCINT I HUE 
IF( MOO( LINE de) NE . e') GO TO les 
WpITE~le,306) LIHE 
"706 FOR"1AT( lX, 14," LINES PROCESSED") 
::.e5 COtH I UUE 
IF':LINE.GE.NLINES) GO TO 999 
-::HIFT LINES UP ONE IN 80TH ARRAYS 
NEF'=t-4Ef'S-1 
00 ,310 t=t.NEP 
00 310 J=L NPX 
IPIX(I,J)=IPIX(I+l,J) 
IPX~I.J)= IPX(I+l,J) 
-: 1 (I CONT INUE 
C !io'EAO I H totE'" L I HE 
IF('LPEAD,GE,NLINES) GO TO ,ee 
LPEHC)=LREAO+ 1 
CALL ~'EAO~T( IAZ .. 18\'TE) I .' }l\JAL PAGE IS 
00 320 JZ.l, NPX ! lV' (W '. i lTV 
l 
328 IPI~(NEPS,JZ)·I~Z(JZ) 
GO TO 688 
~ee 00 381 J-l,HPX 
501 I PI X( HEPS , J )-e 
6ee CONTINUE 
00 708 J-l,NP~ 
700 IPX(NEPS,J)-IPIX(NEPS,J) 
CALL FILL WILL BE INSERTED HERE 
CALL FILL. 






00 see J-1,NGRUP 
IZKISI2E< J) 
IF( lZ) 888 .. 808 .. 150 (50 IF(IPROB.EQ.I) GO TO Ieee 
GO TO 801 
8130 CONTINUE 
sel CONTINUE CALL LIHIT(ARX.~RV,11,99) 
~9Q CONTINUE 
~·E.MO·( 
CALL. FCLFL( 2, IE) 
CALL. FOL.FL( "TOATA" .. IE) 
CALL FCHOT("<7)") 
CALL OURL '( 1 .. IER) ; RETURN TO PROCI OF S"'STEM lal 




3. 2. 12 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 12 (READAT) 
3.2.12.1 Linkage 
Subroutine READAT is called by subroutine BOT3, and calls 
subroutine IGET. 
3.2.12.2 Interface 
REAOAT transmits pixel information through the following two 
calling arguments: 
IA - vector containing one line of classified pixel indicators, 
unpacked to ane pixel pp.r word. 
rBYTE - number of bytes/line to be read from the temporary data 
file TDATA. 
3.2.12.3 Input 
Subroutine READAT reads in bit lmages of lin~ data from the data 
disk file, TDATA. 
3.2.12.4 Output 
An error message may be displayed if a disk read error is 
encountered. 
~{l ' . L P fl ,.. , 
. PUUH ' 
3.2.12 .5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutin~ READAT requires 125 words in core. 
3.2.12 .6 Description 
Subroutine READAT reads in one line of packed pixel data from 
TDATA, unpacks the data into array IA using subroutine JGET, an~ 







it "~T J , 








DIMENSION IRAY( 16), UK 256 ) 
twos - IBYTE / 2 
C~LL FRDFL(2,IRAY,18VTE,IBYTR,lE) 
IF(IE.EQ.') GO TO 12 
PAUSE DISK READ ERROR IN SUBROUTlNE READ~T 12 CONTINUE 
IPTa8 
00 58 I-l,IWDS 
00 49 J-L 16 
L,.&J 
1 T-IRAY( I ) 
CALL UiET< 1 T , L. ) 
IPT-IPT + 1 





O~IGINAL PAGB t; 
01· POOR QU;\' . l 
-, 
, 
-3.2. 13 SOrJ.'lfAU COMPONBNT NO. 13 (lOft) 
3.2.13.1 Linka,e 
• Subroutine IOBT is called exclusively by subroutine READAT. 
3.2.13.2 Interface 
Communication with RBADAT is accomplished throuCih two calling 
arvuments. 
3. 2.1 J • 3 Input 
Subroutine RBADAT requests the status of the Lth bit of word I 
from subroutine IGBT. 
3. 2 J. 3 • 4 Output 
Subroutine 10ft outputs the statuI of the Lth bit for READAT. 
3.2.13.5 Stora,e Requirements 
Subroutine IGET unpacks the bit data read from the disk data file 
TDATA into subroutine READAT. 
3.2.13.6 DescriPtion 
Subroutine IGET unpacks the bit data read from the diek data 
file TDATA into subroutine READAT. 
3.2.13 • 7 Flowchart 













- L ... u __ " 
Unpack the 16- j 
; bit data words I I which J\.i:;A01\T i 
extractl'd from 
I: the temporary I 
.aloltA .Jq~. TD~!!!J 
.~ 
( RETURN) 
........ ~ -~ ...... "'---. 
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. CPYL, .FRET 
Q . CPYL 
3 4 RETN 
B 1 @FTSTR+1,3 
0 ,  CONS 
0 , l  
8,1 
1 * 1 
CONS 
S T I R  
HSlc 
l c  1 
PCIOL 
B,QFTSTRl3 
l ~ B F T S T k + l , 3  
@,I .* SZR 
OOUT 
1 , ZERO 
1 , QFTSTR , 3  
@hCK 
1 *ONE1 




J. 2. 14 SOFTWARE COMPONEI~T NO. 14 (FILL) 
3.2.14.1 Linkale 
Subroutine FILL ia called exclusively by subroutine BOT9. 
3.2.14.2 Interface 
Communication of data between subroutines r'ILL ,and BeT 9 .", 
accomplished through the common block ZZ. 
3.2.14.3 ~nput 
'l'he data block IPIX enters subroutine FILIi via zz. 
3.2.14.4 Output 
The aata block IPX exits subroutine FILL via ZZ. 
3.2.14.5 ~torage Requirements 
Subroutine FILL requires 584 words of core. 
3.2.14.6 Description 
Subroutine FILL redefines appropriate pixels as classified to 
facilitate connectivity of "close" group3. The user defines thL 








Get On. Pixel 
On the Pr.s.nt 
Lin. 
Initillize Indic.s for 
Distance Tests IS Defined 
By Epsilon and Pixel Number 
N 
Change all Pixels Between 
Present Pixel and Reference 




SUBROLITINE FILL READ'( 
COMMON ::. IPI~(.,2'6)/IPX(.,2S",NPX,EPS 
N-EPS 
Lsi 
00 100 IP=l . .-.P)( 
IF,IPIX~I,IP) EQ,O) GO TO toe 
LFP-JP-t~ 
IF'LFP LT I> LFP-l 
IRP-IP+N 
IF, lRf', CiT HPX) lRP-HP'< 
IBRzL+N 
00 20 J-L, tBR 
00 I e I -LFF, I RP 
IF( J EQ L AUO I LE IP) GO TO 18 
1Ft IPIX .. J. I ') 10,10,11 
! 1 JP I Xc( I -I P '**2 + (.1-1.. '**2 
PI «OST-SQRT(. FL.OHT~ JPIX» 
IF'PIXOST GT EPS) GO TO 10 
Ir, tHe';'" I-IP ~ EQ lABS( J-L ~) CO TO 18 
IFf. I-If' ~ 12.14.13 
1.: IPLU5=I+l 
DO 1~ II=IPLUS.IP 
I j;;, I P;~I J. I I )11:1 
GO TO 1. 
1:: It.,. tis I -1 
DO 16 It =IP,IMIH 
! t~ I P: ~( J, II )= 1 
14 IF· (J-L.) LE 1) GO TO 10 
LPLI J·;'=L + 1 
00 1~ JJ-LPLUS.J 
1?' IPX( JJ, IP )-1 
CiO TO 10 
18 IF~ I-If') 1~ .. 14,21 
1 
'. 
~""'SIl!II:W_W __ ._**t'~.:... ___ """ 
1~ tPLU-t.l 1~~.IP-l READV 
IF(~lPM-IPLU).~T.e) GO TO Ie 
• ..IJ=J 
00 30 l1-IP~U,IPM 
JJr=.J-l 30 IP)« JJ, II )11:1 
GO TO 10 
21 tPPlatp.l 
IM=I-l IF((IM-IPPL).LT.0) GO TO 10 
.JJ=L 
00 49 II=iPPL/IM 
JJaJJ.l 
413 IP)« J.J, II )-1 
10 CONTINUE 
Z0 CONTINUE 
'.00 CONT I NUE 
IF<N.LT.2) CO TO 308 
t-~PXXI:NPX-H 
DO 200 IP·l/HPXX IF(IPIX(2.IP).EQ.O) CO TO 2ee 
IRBII:JP+N 
JPP=IP+2 
00 2Z0 I=IPp/l~e 
IFCIPIX(2,I).EQ 0) GO TO 220 
IP1=IP+l 
IR1=1-1 
00 240 J=IP1,I~1 
240 1 P~« ~ , J )-1 
22t! CONT It~UE 
2('1') CONT I HUE 
:; .)1) cotn I HUE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 









3.2. 15 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 15 (FIUDAR) 
3.2. 15.,1 Linkage 
Subroutine FINDAR is called by subroutine BDT9, and calls 
subroutines CONECT, AREAl, and LINIT9. 
3.2.15.2 Interface 
Subroutine FINDAR receives control information via common blocks 
Z and MAXFIL (see Appendix A), and via five calling arguments. 
3.2.15.3 Input 
None 
3.2. 15.4 Output 
None 
3.2.15.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine FINDAR requires 693 words in core. 
3.2. 15. 6 Descript ~ on 
Subroutine FINDAR accepts dS input a boundary line segment, finds 
the plot string ar~ay, if any, to which the segment conne~ts, and 
adds it. If no such array exists, new arrays are formed initid-
li?ing on this segment. 









Initi11ze New Arrays 
Beginning with this 
Segment 
·.w: :: ::::: .... -.. 
AREAl 
Sum Partial Area 
of Th1 ~i Array String 
I INIT 
Send X. Y String 
to Drawing File 
"'NOA 
Start 








SLIBROUT I NE F I ND~R( ~A} VA . XS I "S, I TYPE) 
COMMON /MAXFll/ MX~ 
COMMON ,,";!.. NCRUP" ARRAV)« ~e, ~e), ARR~YV( '0" '(f " ISIZ':, '8), AS 1 ZE' -,H 





~ IF<NCRlIP) 200,zeO,10 
10 00 100 1~·I" NGRIJP 
11 =ISIZE( IA) 
JF( 11-1) lee,le0,11 
11 OlFt=XA-ARRAV~(IA,ll) 
IF(ABS(OlFl),CT,0.01) CO TO 109 
DIF2=YA-ARRAVY(IA,II) 
IF(ABS(DIF2).CT e 01) co TO lee 
IHOLD=IA 
J.F(Il-l) 4',4',12 
L:: ! 1M=11-1 
':O=HRRAV~« lA, 11M) 
,'O-HRRAV,"'( l~, 11M) 
IF( ABS( XO-XA). (;T 0.131) CO TO Z' 
IF,,: fo48S( XA-XB). CiT. 0.01) GO TO 2' 
GO TO 46 
25 IFfAeSt YO-YA) CT,0 01) GO TO 4' 
IF(HBS(Y~-V8).CiT.0.e1) GO TO 4' 
GO TO 46 
45 lSIZE(JA)cT~IZE(IA) + 1 
11 :: I SIZE ( 1 M ) 
46 ~RPAYX(IA,Il)=)(e 
APPA'lY'.: lA, 11 ).YB 
IF, ITYPE-l) 90Z,902,90e 










hwa,., .... mrf t 
901 CALL CONECT~IHOLO) 
90~ 00 ~e~ IA-I.HCRUP 
NU-ISIZE( IA) 
IF<NU.~T.49) GO TO 989 
00 9~9 Jt<=I, NU 
ARX(. JI< )=ARRAV)« IA ..• Jk) * XSC 















3 • 2. 16 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 16 (CONECT) 
3.2.16.1 Linkaqe 
. 
Subroutine CONEC':' !oS called by subroutine FINDAR, and calls 
subroutines LINIT, AREAl, and JOIN. 
3.2.16 .2 Interface 
S·,broutine CONECT receives control information through commO:1 
block l (see Appendix A). 




3.2J6.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine CONECT requires 435 words in core. 
3.2.16.6 Description 
Subroutine CONECT accepts as input a particular plot string 
array and forces immediate connection with the appropriate other 










Plot Array i 
With Others I 
·-....... ___ OJ 
I 
/~-- y' 
.. ~_ .•... / This Array Connect ~----
............ With Another ~. 
................ ./ 
/'" 
: ~<at~~e~f' otliez:, 
N ~ i1 array indicate " 
___ -1 ___ --- ~~ediate Plot//'" 
JOIN ~ ~ 






( ._J. .. _." 







IPlot >e,Y Arrays 
: in drawing file 
I 
, .. ___ L ___ .. _--, 
I AREAl I 
I Sum area of-£fir~ 
I string into I' 


















.. r. ... rl·, 
r-
, 
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3 • 2. 1 7 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 1 7 (CONALL) 
3. 2.1 7 • 1 Linkaqe 
Subroutine CONALL is called by subroutine BDT9, and callg 
subroutines JOIN, AREAl, and LINIT. 
3.2. 17.2 Interface 
Subroutint;! CONALL receives control information through common 
block Z (see Appendix 1) and one calling argument. 
3.2. l7. 3 Input 
None 
3.2. 17.4 Output 
None 
3.2.17.5 Storage Requirements 
3ubroutine CONALL requires 513 word!E in core. 
3.2.17.6 Description 
Subroutine CONALL determines which plot string arrays should be 










, . - ._--'-
Get One 
Plot Array 
Leader End C'1' 
Array Connects with ", 




.-' Trailer End of '........ 
Array Connects wi th ""'~ y 
'I'railer End of Another "> .'. 










./ '. f 
'\ 
A , .... 
/ 
~ ~ 
,,......... ...... , 
....... . .......... -


















. . I 
- --, 
.''0 2 _eN! am., 
READ't 
SU8ROUilNE COHALL(lPROB) COMr-tO'-ot ,Z'" NGRUP d~RRI"">« se ,se ),MItAYV( ee,'0 I, HHZE{ ") I ASI2f ' ~/ 
.ARX(~e)/ARy(ee).LlNEIVKAX,XSC,VSC,KAPPA 
INTEGER ARRAYX,ARRAVY 
00 ae J a l, HCRUP 
IS-ISIZE, J l 
IF,IS-l) 290.28e.10 
lC 00 lee 1-1,NGRUP 
IF\l EQ.J> CO TO lee 
I S2=ISIZE< I" 
I~~ Isz-t J lee,lel,ze 
.: .. , tUO-1 
~"'cARRAV)«J.l' 
·t'H=~RR"'YV( J, I , 
><S-ARRAYX(I,l) 
VA=~~RAVY(J,I) 
::'Z CJIF1-XA-XB IF(HB5(0IFl)GT.e.el) GO TO ZS 
CllFZrYA-VB 
! J:\ "8$( OIFZ) (;T e. 01 ) GO TO 2' 
!f'ROB'II:l 
J~·wl 
~ ~H= t,,:, 
IA=l 
r';2A=IS2 
::.HLL JOIN( JA, i~,"'·lA. IS2A, IHD) 
1 S-l S 1 ZE( JA ) 
I~ JA 
1 F, 1 S L. T . 24) GO TO 24 
DO 2? IJ=L IS 
HP:~( I J )-AI<RAYX( J, I J) * XSC 









3.2. 18 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 18 (JOIN) 
3.2.18.1 Link~i! 
Subroutine JOIN 13 called by subroutines CONECT and CONALL. 
3.2.18 .2 Interface 
S'.1broutine JOIN receives control informatl.on thro\lgl} corronc;', 
block Z (see Appendix A). 
3. 2. t 8 • 3 Input 
None 
) • 2. 1 a 4 Output 
None 
3.2.18.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine JOIN requires 358 words in core. 
3.2.18.6 Description 
Subroutine JOIN connects plot string arrays as determined by 
subroutines CONALL and CONECT. Arrays which are no longer 
needed, Le., whose coordinates have been linked to another 























ISIZE, J ).NEWE 





3 • 2 • 19 SOf'TWARE COMPONENT NO. 19 ( CLSTST) 
3.2.19.1 Linkage 
Subroutine CLSTST is called by subroutine BDT3, and calls 
subrolJtines AREAl and LINIT. 
3.2.19.2 Interface 
Control information and data are communicated to subroullr.e 
CLSTST via common block Z (see Appendix A). 
3.2.19.3 Input 
None 
3.2.19 .4 output 
None 
3.2.19.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine CLSTST requires 324 words in core. 
3. 2 .19 • 6 Oeser iption 
Subroutine CLSTST accepts as input plot string arrays and 
determines whether these strings are complete, or "closed". 
Arrays wh~ch are complete are sent to subroutine AREAl for 
area computation, and upon returning, are plotted if the area 1S 
~ Kappa, a user-supplied constant. 
3.2.19 • 7 Flowchart 






Compute Area of 
Complete Arrays 
LIN IT 9 
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3. 2. 20 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO. 20 (AREAl) 
3. ~. 20.1 Linkag. 
Subroutine AREAl ia called by subroutines CONECT, CONALL, rI~DhR, 
CLSTST, and ENDTST. 
3.2. 20.2 Interface 
Control information and data information are communicated by madn~, 
of oommon block Z (aee Appendix A). 
3.2.20.3 Input 
4 plot string index is input to AREAl via a calling argument. 
3.2.20.4 Output 
An area value is output via a calling argument. 
3.2.20.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine AREAl requires 122 words in core. 
3.2.20.6 Description 
Subroutine AREAl accepts as input a plot string array, either 
partial or complete. AREAl computes the area or partial area 













- - --- ---~---, 
ORInt:AIJ P.\C;:~ IS 
(W POuH QUALITY 
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I 
3.2.21 SOFTWARE COMPONENT NO.2l (ENDTST) 
3.2.21.1 Linkase 
SubroutinQ ENDTST ~. called by .ubroutine BDT9, and calla 
subroutines AREAl and LINIT. 
3.2.21.2 Interface 
Subroutine ENDTST receives control inf'ormation through com.~:Jn 





3.2.21.5 Storage Requirements 
Subroutine ENDTST require. 723 words in core. 
3.2.21.6 Descri2tion 
Subroutine ENDTST handles, by segmentation, plotting and 
s\.1nunation of area measurement for large plot strings which cannot 
be stored contiguously. 
3.~.21.7 Flowchart 
3.2.21.8 ~isting 




Ared of these: 






























Plot String No(!d 







Area 0 f 'rhi ,; 
Plot. Str.lng 
y 
Roo n.l<.l ! 
Plot ;;;tr In(} 
I 
I 
()l'j" , I I,. . 
/ If' [>""'" 1 ~ l.i 8 l~ (){)P Q 
\ QUALIl'Y 
READy SUBROUTINE EHOTST 
DIMENSION LRK(~e),LRV(Se) 
COMI'tON /Z..I NCRUP. ARR.:.VX( ", sa ), MRAVV( ~e, se ), I S I ZE< 58 ), H~ 1 ZE ( ,:,~. 
I AR)(': :50 ) I ~RY' 58 ) I L J HE , VMAX, )CSC, 'tSC, KAPPA 
INTECE~ ~RAY~,ARRAVV 
IF~NGRUP) 99,99,1 
1 00 Ie t-LNC;RUP 
! l-ISIZE( I ) 
IF( 11-1) 18,2,18 
2 01) 9 ~1,NGRUP 
12=ISI2E(J) 





AV2-ARRAYV( J, N ) 
'F(ABS(AX1-A~).GT.e,el) GO TO S 
IF(ASS<AV1-AV2).GT.8.el) GO TO 5 
IF(N-l) 8,8.1 
!o IF(N-I2) 6,9,6 
6 Nat2 
GO TO .. 
';' 1.-12+1 
00 71 LL-', 12 
LsL-1 . 
~RX(1.L)·ARRAVX(J,L) 
? 1 L~'l( L.L. )aARRAVV< J, L) 
00 72 L.L.-l,12 
A~RAYX(J,L.L)-LRX(LL) 
?;: qRRAVY(.J , LL. )-lRY( LL ) 
8 00 sa L.-1. 12 

















om( ;1.\',\1. Pi\Ul~ l~'i 
(n' j)()OH (~UAL1T\ 
Ire,,, r t d'in-. • at::; ; 
ISIZE< J )., 
19 CONTINUE 
ze CONTINUE 
DO 30 Jal,NCiRUP 
Jl-ISIZE<J) 
IF( Jl-1 )39, 2~, 38 
~!5 L~<.ARRAY)« J 1 1 ) 
l "=ARRAYV( J1 1 ) 
IF~LY.CiE.lINE' CO TO 38 
ASIZE( J )-e. 






- --- --- ----~--, 
4. OPERATION 
The users of this software system are researchers and analysts 
who need a method of comparing classification results to ground 
trl.t.h and an accurate meanr: "f. production display of classification 
results. The iaput to tl i', ,,"ftware system is a 7-or 9- track, 800 
BPI unlversally formatted ,'; .sF-lification data tape directly or 
indirectly obtained from the GE Interactive Multispectral Image 
Analyst System (IMAGE 100), the Earth Resources Interactive 
Processing System (ERIPS), and the UNIVAC 1100 Software (EOD-LARSYS). 
4.1 USER DOCUMENTATION 
There is no formal user's document required in this phase 
implementation~ the function of such a document is satisfied by 
the Technical Memorandum entitled "Software Specifications for 
Automated Thematic Plotting of Classified Digital Data", April 
1976 (LEC 8289). 
4.2 OPERATION DOCUMENTATION 
N/A 









444. $_ 4 • a 2 
Phase 1 of the SoftNare 
Systelt for AutoNted 
Plotting and Registration 





















NUMBER CORE MAP (32K) 
o Page 0 and 
Constants 
440 1. Bendix System 100 labeled common 
2. External references for Bendix System 100 
in-core routines and plotter routines 
3330 Fortran initialization routine 
- 1st routine executed by each overlay 
4007 Fortran run-time linkage 
4200 Fortran libraries 
13651 Part 1 of Bendix System 100 
subroutines 
14234 ~enu 
16644 Part 2 of Bendix System too 
subroutines 
30641 User' 5 overlay 
64000 Run time stack for main p~ogram 
70704 1. Monitor 
2. System loader 
~ 3. Paper tape loader 4. Key-in loader 















Input File Name 
For First Class 
i Input Oi g it i zer l.lnd Menu Origin 
Select Pen and Ln. Type 
Activate 
BDARPl 
Input File Name 
For Next Class 
-
~ 
Input the following user's options. 
1. File Number 
2. Channel Number 
3. Classification Value 
4. Starting and Ending Pixel Number 
5. Starting and Ending Line Number 
6. £ (A Pixel Distance) 
-7. ~ (A Least Count of a Pixel 
Group in Number of Pixels) 
8. Tape Pari ty 
9. 8 Parameters for Map 
Registration 
0.7 or 9 Track Drive 
y 
BDARPl Sound!> 
tone on display 
device and exits 
Do Edit; ng If 
Wish. Otherwi se 
Skip 
Save the Output 
File 
Figure 3: User's Procedure 
/C'7 










Send Tapes To 







Input File Name 
For Next Class 
Generate Plot 
File for This 
Class 
Figure 3: Us~r'~ Procedure (continued) 
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APPENDIX A 




































Index on FIrmAR 
failures due to 
all plvt dT.rays 
bt~ing fi lIed 
No. of plot 
arrays in use 
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eQ. $4 • • 
BOARPI COMMON TABLE (cont) 
Common Initial Initialized Referenced Modified Title Block Value bX by by --- ---
Vector de- Z 0 FINDAR * * scribing 
length of each 
boundary string 
Vector de- Z 0 FINDAR * *,AR£Al scribing area 
of each boundary 
string 
X and Y array of 
plot string in 
drawing file 
Z 0 * * * 
format 
Present line Z 1 BDT9 BOT9,FILL BDT9 number 
Pixel scaling Z 0.1,0.1 BDT9 * factors, X&Y 
Block of "pixel" zz INPUT BOT 9 BOT9,FILL data, unchanged 
Block of "pixel" ZZ COMPUTED FILL BOT9,FILL FILL data after fill 
No . of pixels/line ZZ COMPUTED BDT9 BOT9,FILL 
.. du,otes most of the following: BuT3, ENDTST, CLSTST, CONF.CT, C'-'!.A!..L, 
JOIN, and FINDAR. 
. rg:t:n $ '5. 1 $ 
" 
,f, • W t 
sa '4 
L. . ~ 
